
Nº Bedrooms: 5 Nº Bathrooms: 2 Nº People: 7 M² built: 200 m² Wifi Dishwasher TV Washing machine

Chalet for rental in St Moritz

Are you looking for a romantic, stylish accommodation in one of the most famous holiday resorts in Switzerland? Our almost 100-year-old chalet offers tradition combined with
contemporary living comfort.

This chalet is within walking distance of the Corviglia ski area (400 m from the Signalbahn ski lift), hiking trails and shopping facilities.

This object for connoisseurs is equipped with typical Bündner furniture and invites you to stay in a dignified
and relaxing atmosphere.

Key handover, snow removal and assistance in case of problems are
ensured by the external property management.

The chalet is a detached, completely renovated 6 1/2 room Bündner Chalet for 7 persons with contemporary comfort.

A connoisseur's property for high demands, equipped among other things with furniture and antiques from the Engadin and Northern Italy (17th and 18th century).

In addition to the 5 bedrooms, the large living room with remarkable ceiling paintings and the cosy kitchen including dining area, the property also has a garden and
seating area.

Chalet for rental in St Moritz with 200 sqm and 5 bedrooms
Switzerland, St. Moritz

chalet - REF: TGS-A2683



Problem-free, flat access even in winter right up to the front of the house entrances (3 parking spaces). Ideal alternative to a stay in a hotel, but more individual, casual, comfortable. 

Quiet, very sunny residential area at the edge of the forest of God Laret/Prasüras with view of the opposite mountain range.

Starter kid with spices, coffee, tea, toilet paper etc.

Some reviews:

 "We spent a wonderful holiday in an original Swiss chalet. The
interior is very lovingly designed and conveys a lot of charm. Thanks to the location of the
house, skiing and shopping is only a short distance away."

"We enjoyed our skiing holiday very much. The location is
ideal to get to the slopes on foot or to go shopping in the village. Despite its age the house is
in excellent condition and has a wonderful atmosphere. One gladly does without the one or
other luxury of a new building."
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